Abstract. In this paper, we establish various inequalities for some mappings that are linked with the illustrious Hermite-Hadamard integral inequality for mappings whose absolute values belong to the class K
Introduction
The role of mathematical inequalities within the mathematical branches as well as their enormous applications can not be underestimated. The appearance of the new mathematical inequality often puts on firm foundation for the heuristic algorithms and procedures used in applied sciences. Among others, one of the main inequality which gives us an explicit error bounds in the trapezoidal and midpoint rules of a smooth function, called Hermit-Hadamard's inequality, is defined as [11, p. 53] :
where f : [a, b] → R is a convex function. Both inequalities hold in the reversed direction for f to be concave. We note that Hermit-Hadamard's inequality (1) may be regarded as a refinement of the concept of convexity and it follows easily from Jensens inequality. Inequality (1) has received renewed attention in recent years and a variety of refinements and generalizations can be found in many Articles, Books, Volumes and Journals. The notion of quasi-convex functions generalizes the notion of convex functions. More precisely, a function f :
Clearly, any convex function is a quasiconvex function. Furthermore, there exist quasi-convex functions which are not convex (see [5] ). In [10] ,Özdemir et al. established several integral inequalities respecting some kinds of convexity. Especially, they discussed the following result connecting with quasi-convex functions:
y) is the Euler Beta function.
Recently, Liu in [7] established some new integral inequalities for quasiconvex functions as follows:
That is, this study is a further continuation and generalization of [8] and [10] via generalized convexity.
Main Results
In this section, we generalize the above theorems and produced some more results using the following lemma described in [12] .
holds for some fixed p, q > 0.
To prove our main results, we follow the following definitions first defined in [10] 
2 and for some fixed s ∈ (0, 1]. 
Proof. Taking absolute value of Lemma 1, we have
Since |f | belongs to the class K (4) can be written as
Using (5), (6) and (7) in (4) and doing some algebraic operations, we get (3). 
Proof. Applying the Hölder's Integral Inequality on the integral on the rightside of (4), we get 
Here, (1 − t) pk t qk dt = β(qk + 1, pk + 1)
Since |f | 
